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This abstract reports progress in modeling unusual

clusters of impact craters that have been found on Mars

in Viking and Mars Global Surveyor images. The work

discussed here is presented in two papers submitted in

late 2001 and  planned for submission in early 2003 to

Meteor. Planet. Sci. [1,2].

The first study concerns the breakup of ordinary

meteoroids in the present Martian atmosphere, and also

various assumed past denser Martian atmospheres. We

find that under present conditions the smallest high-

velocity impact craters would have minimum diameter

D of the order tens of centimeters, caused by irons and

strong stones (consistent with the proposed spall

impact features on Martian rocks reported by Hörz

[3]). 

Weak stones and icy bodies produce larger craters

cutoff diameters D > 4 to 8 m.  Because irons and

strong stones may be only a moderate fraction of the

total impactors, the craters of 0.3 m < 4 m may be

deficient relative to the power law defined by larger

craters of D > 4 m.

These sizes are just under the resolution for good

crater statistics in the M ars Global Surveyor images

but can be tested by future high-resolution cameras.

We also predict some fragmentation among modest-

sized weak stones, which should produce clusters of

small impact craters (tens of meters in size) and

scattered over regions of the order 100 m in diameter.

We have confirmed the existence of such small clusters

in MGS images, as seen in Fig. 1.

W e also investigated the density of past

atmospheres required to cause strong effects on the

crater size populations. For example, we found that in

dense atmospheres above 300 mbar, fragmentation

processes should cause dramatically decreased crater

numbers N in diameter distribution below crater sizes

about 200-300 m, similar to the paucity of < 300 m

explosion craters on Earth.
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Figure 1.  Examples of small crater clusters fitting our

prediction of breakup of weak stony meteoroids in the

present atmosphere. These have craters of order 10 m

in diameter, spread over isolated  patches roughly

100 m across. (a) In Arabia, MGS MOC M09-02052.

(b) In Newton crater, M19-00278. (c) On channel wall

in Bakhuysen crater, M 02-0763 .  (MGS images in this

abstract: NASA, JPL, Malin Space Science Systems.)
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The  second ,  recen tly comple ted  s tudy,

investigates peculiar clusters of large impact craters,

typically involving a dozen or more craters of

500 m-700 m diameter, scattered over regions 5 km

to 20 km across [4 , 5]. Some  of these are shown in

Fig. 2. We considered and rejected a number of

possible explanations, such as atmospheric breakup

of very weak comets, asteroid fragmentation in space,

or fragments knocked off Phobos. The best

explanation seems to be ejection of large, secondary,

fragmenting blocks of material blasted out of impact

craters at speeds just below orbital velocity. 

During the ascent through the atmosphere and

tens of minutes of flight time, they could separate to

the spacings required to create such large crater

clusters, after second passage through the Martian

atmosphere during reentry. T hus, the large crater

clusters may place constraints on the launch

conditions for  SNC  M artian meteorites, representing

"SNCs that didn't quite make it." It appears to require

that very large blocks, up to about a kilometer in

scale, can be ejected from large craters and undergo

further fragmentation into a cluster of smaller

fragments, in which the largest pieces exceed 100 m

in diameter. SNCs may be represent smaller pieces

among those, or continued fragmentation of those

pieces during higher energy launch conditions.
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Figure 2.  Examples of large crater clusters interpreted as due to blocks of fragmenting ejecta that nearly reached

escape velocity, but fell back through the Martian atmosphere in near-random positions. Typical craters are 300-

600 m across, spread over isolated  patches several kilometers across. (a) Cluster near Ma'adim Vallis (lower left),

shown in Viking context image. (b) Same in MGS image M12-01425. (c) Similar example at 270W 32N,

M11-02890. (d) Unusually dispersed cluster in Terra Meridiani hematite-rich area, M04-01900.
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